Clothes from the Past/ Fashion through the Ages
● Year 1990’s/2000:
Cargo trousers with pockets down the side were popular in the 1990s.
Denim was popular with both men and women.Very low-rise jeans and
cropped tops were in fashion in the early 2000s.

● Year 1980’s;
White slip-on shoes were popular with men in the 1980s. Leggings worn
under short floaty skirts were a popular choice for women. Jackets with
big shoulder pads and rolled up sleeves were fashionable for both men
and women.

● Year 1970’s:
Trousers that started off tight but flared from the knee down were
popular. Other clothing was floaty and bright. The Mini-skirts of the 60s
were replaced by ankle-length ones known as maxi-skirts. F
 loppy hats
with wide brims were popular for women to wear.

● Year 1960’s:
The big fashion craze of the 60s for women was the mini-skirt. Tights
had started being sold in the 1950s and were becoming more popular.
Oversized bows and collars on dresses and blouses were popular.There
were groups known as ‘Rockers’ who wore jeans, t-shirts and denim
jackets.

● Year 1950’s:
The fashion of the 1950s was still quite formal. Women frequently wore
hats or head scarves and gloves. Although women didn’t wear trousers
as often as today, slim-fitting knee-length trousers called capri pants
started being worn.

● Year 1920’s:
Women’s dresses became shorter and less restrictive in the 1920s.
Women who followed fashions like the one in this picture were known as
‘flapper girls’. The hat in the picture is called a cloche hat and was very
popular in the 20s. Hats including ones called fedoras and homburgs

were also in fashion. Some men wore whitecoverings called spats over
their shoes.

● Victorian ERA:
Wealthy Victorian men wore suits with waistcoats. Bowler hats and top
hats were popular. A pocket watch was often carried. Poor people’s
outfits had to be practical and hard-wearing. Clothes were dark as it was
difficult to keep clothes clean in factories and mines where many poor
people worked. Men and women wore hats or caps. Men took their hats
off inside, women often kept theirs on.

● Stuart ERA:
Clothing for the rich during the Stuart era was very posh. Many clothes
were made from silk brocade, a very expensive fabric. Men and women
both wore curled wigs. Both men and women wore makeup.

● Tudor ERA:
Tudor men wore outfits called a doublet and hose. They wore white silk
stockings and hats decorated with feathers and jewels. Skirts were worn
over frames to give the shape shown in the picture. Clothing was made
of linen, silk and wool.

YOUR CHOSEN DECADE/ERA, research extra
historic information please (10 sentences):

2020
The Era that makes Sense
● In this era (which makes sense) it is not about how
crazy you look or how simply you look it's about a
sports team. You generally see a kid out in the park

playing (not now though) with a sports related
t-shirt.
● There are also different t-shirts that represent
something. Like a really awesome drawing or a text
of words that are funny, sad, awesome, happy and
ect.
● The last one is extra things to have. You could have
a stylish cap for hot days or a nice warm wooly hat
for cold days. Gloves for freezing days. Sunglasses
for bright days.

